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EXECUTIVE SUMM ARY
Peach llottom Atomic Power Station

Inspection lleport 92-26

ManLDP3numin j

The ninth refueling outage for Umt 2 began caring this inspection period. The plant staff and i

management have bcen well informed, emerging 1,mblems were promptly raised and addressed, ;

and coordination among working groups was obsersed to be excellent. Overall, the outage has '

been well planned, is being handled professionally, and is well managed (Section 1.0). ,

hhintenattcumd SunIllht1W

The licensee has implemented a series of corrective actions in the area of instrument and Control |

activities that have resulted in improved performance and have significantly reduced the number
of safety system actuations (Section 4.1).

I
Previous NRC Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance Reoorts have highlighted
longstanding deficiencies in surveillance test scheduling and in the results review process. The
licensee has implemented an improved program and established meaningful program perfor-
mance indicators. The inspector's review indicated that the licensee has been effective in
resolving the previous weaknesses in this area (Section 8.0).

EndntcIinLiuldlechnicaLSm.apnti |

The licensee's program for ensuring reliable decay heat removal capability during outages
i

appeared appropriate. The inspector found that the licensee had adequately considered and taken.

actions to minimize the risks asso"iated with Unit 2 refueling outec activities (Section 2.1).

The inspector found the effectiveness of the licensee's System Marfager (SM) program to be i

imixed. Several improvements such as the assignment of eight senior engineers as supervisors,
and implementation of an extensive trairing pogram have had a positive impact on perfor-
mance. Ilowever, in many cases the SMs lacked specific system exinrience and knowledge.
Workload management and prioritization did not allow for the accomplishment of the tasks
established in the licensee's Administrative Guidelines, such as formal system walkdowns,
monitoring, and trending. The licensee has taken initiatives to improve system performance

,

trending, to implement a scheduling function, and to evaluate the role of the SM in trouble |

shooting activities (Section 2.2).
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Assmince of Ouality

The Plant Operations Review Conunittee (PORC) has effectively performed its role in assuring
the safe operation of the plant through the good review of procedures, modi 6 cations and plant
events. The licensee's implementation of the Sthlion QualiGed Review program has reduced the
administrative burden on PORC. Establishment of the PORC Overview Meeting has improved
committee performance in fulfilling its broad safety oversight responsibilities. The quality of'

initial and continuing PORC member training, and the conduct and documentation of phone
PORC meetings are areas warranting improvement (Section 3.0).
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DETAILS

1.0 PLANT OPERATIONS REVIEW (71707)*

The inspector completed NRC Inspection Procedure 71707, " Operational Safety Verification,"
by directly observing safety significant activi;ies and equipment, touring the facility, and
interviewing and dit.mssing items with licensee personne! The inspector independently verified
safety system statu .md 'f echnical Specification (TS) Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCO),
reviewed corrective actions, and c*amined facility records and logs. The inspectors performed
seven hours of deep backshift and weekend tours of the facility.

The ninth refueling outage for Unit ? began September 11, 1992. Major modifications being
implemented during the outage include replacement of the main condenser feedwater heaters, the
feedwater control system, and the high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) system booster pump
impeller. The ontage is about 33% complete and is generally on schedule. The inspector
frequently attended licensee outage planning, status, and management briefings during thei'

inspection period to evaluate the effectiveness of the licensee's planning, coordination, and
communication efforts. Staff and management have been well informed, emerging problems
were promptly raised and addressed, and coordination among working groups was observed to
be excellent. - Overall, the outage has been well planned, is being handled professionally, and
is well managed.

The licensee operated Unit 3 at about 100% power for the entire inspection period. The unit did
not experience any major transient or engineered safety feature (ESP) system actuatica. During
the report period, the inspectors evaluated licensee staff and management response to plant
equipment problems to verify that the licensee had identified the root causes, implemented
appropriate corrective actions, and made the required notifications. The inspectors observed that
control room operators and supervision maintained very good oversight of activities and re-
sponded appropriately to equipment problems.

,

'

2.0 ENGINEERING AND TEC11NICAL SUPPORT ACTIVITIES (37700),

The inspectors routinely monitor ar.d assess licensee technical support staff activities to deter- ,

mine if they are appropriately involved in evaluation and resolution of significant issues. During
this inspection period, the inspectors focused on review of licenst activities to ensure the
reliability of the decay heat removal function during the Unit 2 outage., and the effectiveness of

_

the System Manager program. The results of these reviews are discussed in detail below.
'

The inspection p- 1 rte from NRC Manual Chaptkr_2515 that the inspectors-used as guidance is*

parenthetically lisi ar exh report ution.
i
E .(
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2.1 Reliable Decay IIcat Removal During Outages (Tl 2515/113)

The NRC issued Temporary Instruct!on (TI) 2515/113 in November 1991 to review licensee
activities during reactor plant outages which have the potential for contnbuting significantly to
a loss of capability to remove decay heat from the reactor. During this report period, the
inspector reviewed the considerations and actions the licensee had taken to ensure reliable decay
heat removal capability during the Unit 2 ninth refueling outage.

The inspector reviewed Operations Manuti (OM) Section 15, " Operations Outage Philosophy
and Equipment Status for Planned Outages," Revision O. This section of the OM establishes
management philosophy and guidelines for removal of equipment from servie during a single
or dual unit outage. implementation of the guidelines helps in managing the risk associated with
removing specine emergency core cooling system (ECCS) and support systems from service,
while permitting an outage to be planned and subsequently worked. OM-15 includes a Shut-
down Safety Management Matrix which identines requirements for ECCS injection sources,
decay heat removal, reactor vessel forced circulation, primary and secondary containment,
electrica' power sourec, and reactivity control, for various plant conditions. The requirements
were speci0cally designed to ensure sufficient Defense in Depth. Deviation from the guidelines,
for a planned evolution, requires authorization by the Superintendent of Operations, and will
only be granted if contingency plans are in place to limit risk and establish the recovery to meet
OM-15 guidance. The inspector found OM 15 to be comprehensive and that the requirements
identined in the Matrix meet, and in many cases exceed, the TS requirements.

The inspector reviewed the outage schedule for the Unit 2 ninth refueling outage which began
i on September 12,1992, and discussed it with licensee outage planning management personnel.

The licensee stated that the schedule was created incorporating the guidance described in OM-
15. During the outage, the exchange of control rod drive (CRD) mechanisms was the only
evolution being performed -with the potential to drain the vessel. For that evolution, the

| schedule showed all ECCS sources being operable. In addition, the licensee plans that the diesel
generators, batteries and startup sources would be operable for the duration of the outage.

During the period September 14 through October 5, the inspector routinely discussed the status
of ECCS operability with the Outage Shift Supervisor and Manager in the control room and
veri 0ed adherence to the guAance in OM-15. The Outage 9hift Manager maintains a status

_

board summarizing 1% availability of important decay heat removal systems and power supplies.
The status board provides an easy way for plant management and staft to remain cognirant of
plant condition Evolutions specifically reviewed by the inspector were fuel of00ad, low powert _

range monitor removal, control rod blade shuffle and CRD mechanism exchange. Prior to -:

starting- the CRD mechanism exchange on_ October 5, the inspector verified that necessary-

surveillance tests, system Check Off Lists and General Procedure (Gp)-20, " Temporary Defeat-
;- ing of Core Spray and RHR Pump and Diesel Generator Auto Starts During Outages," had been

completed to support declaring all ECCS operable to support the evolutica,

I _--R...-w.____ .-. _ _ _ , ,
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The licensee'l independent Safety Engineering Group (!SEG) conducted a review of the outage
schedule prior to start of the outage. The inspector reviewed the ISEG guidance document for
review of outage schedules d ISliG report 92-65, dated September 4,1992, which discussed

'

the preliminary results of the review. The inspector also discussed these documents with the-

responsible ISl!G engineer. The engineer nad discussed two areas of increased risk with outage
planning management. The Drst was during the early days of the outage when decay heat load J,

"

was high and the 'C' ItllR pump and motor , vere being removed. The inspector verified that j

the Operations Night Orders for September 15 included a contingency plan addressing a potential' '

fuel floor event, or a loss of shutdown cooling not restorable before reaching 212 degrees F.
The second area of increased risk was planned for later in the outage when secondary contain-
ment would be breached for the installation of Modification 5236, "llard Pipe Vent Path From'

Torus Air Space." The licensee also intends to use Night Orders to make operators aware of the ,
,

increased risk involved in this evolution. The inspector found that the review of the outage
schedule performed by the ISPG engineer was extensive, and that the actions taken by the
licensee to address evolutions of increased risk appared appropriate.

The licensee has procured and is testing a new :omputer program entitled Outage Risk Assess-
ment Management. Technical Implementation Plan (ORAM TIP) for the management of risks
associated with outage activities. Trial use of the software during this outage, identiGed the
same two areas of increased risk that the ISEG engineer had identified. The licensee expects
this new software to be operational by January 1993 and will decide how it will be integrated
into their outage risk management process as they gain experience with this software,

lo summary, the licensee's program for ensuring reliable decay heat removal capability during
'

outages appeared appropriate. The inspector found that the licensee had adeouately considered
and taken actions to minimize the risks associated with Unit 2 refueling cutage activities.

2.2 System Manager EffectivenessL

i

j Over the course of this inapection period, the inspector evaluated the effectiveness of licensec
| System Managers (SMs) in the Technical Section. The purpose of the inspection was to assess

'

the influence that the licensee's training program and recent reorganization _has had on the
effectiveness of the SMs, and to determine the extent of SM system knowledge and the adequacy
of their ability to monitor and trend system performance.

| At Peach Ilottom, plant staff engineering support is provided by the Technical Section, which
is lead by the Technical Superintendent who reports to the Plant Manager in January 1992, the '

licensee reorganized the Technical Section to_ align with the Nuclear Engineering Division
(NED). The purpose of the reorganization was to better coordinate with NED, and also to
provide better supervision of the technical staff. The Technical Section is now composed of
eight branches each lead by a llranch Head representing the sole supenisor between the staff

t

and the Technical Superintendent. The eight branches are staffed by a total of 67 engineers and
technical assistants, 51 who serve as SMs.

.
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The inspector interviewed the Technical Superintendent and five of the eight Ilranch Heads in
order to understand management's expectations regarding the Sh1 role and responsibilities.
Licenne management has adopted the philosophy that the Shi is the individual responsible for
managing the system, establishing priorities, and providing direction to others to work to these
priorities. Administrative Guideline (AGP38 defines the role and responsibilities of Shis at
Peach llottom. The relevant functions assigned to the Shis include assuring that the physical
hardware is installed in accordance with design requirements, and that the system is operated in ,
accordance with design intent, is in an operable condition, and is properly maintained and tested
in order to preserve its reliability and ability to perform to the extent feasible. AG-38 includes
an extensive list of Sh1 responsibilities. These responsibilities include performance of formal
documented system walkdowns, trending of system performance, reviewing test results and _

operating experience reports, sponsoring procedures and corrective and preventive maintenance
durinr window work, and supporting modifications.

The inspector interviewed seven Shis to better understand how they accomplish the responsibili-
ties outlined in AU-38 and to evaluate their effectiveness. These Shis were responsible for the
following Unit 2,3 or conunon systems; high pressure coolant injection, reactor core isolation
cooling, standby liquid control, primary containment isolatit 9, reactor water cleanup, fuel pool
cleaning, instrument nitrogen, high pressure service water, diesel generators, instrument air,
offgas, feedwater pumps, control rod drives, and service water. The experience level for the
Shis on these specific systems varied from one week to four years, with most being about 10
months. During these interviews, the inspector focused on workload, general system knowl-
edge, trending of system performance, training, frequency of formal system walkdowns,
involvement in planning and prioritizing of maintenance work, and system goals. In addition,
the inspector spent time in the field with a few of the Shis.

The Shis interviewed were each responsible for one to five systems. Those Shis with a greater
_,

number of systems, tended to spend most of their time reacting to issues involving one of their
systems, at the expense of the others. The inspector found it dif0 cult to determine how the Shis
spent their time, because no meaningful work hour allocation tracking mechanism was in place.
Ilowever, the Shis stated that they were currently spending their time on a variety of topics
which varied by system and included: processing procedure revisions: troubleshooting; Design9

liasis Documentation reviews; support of outage work, including modi 0 cations; support of TS
changes; and event investigation. The inspector found that for some systems like the diesel
generators and offgas system, the Sh1 had been responsible for the system for several years and,
therefore, had goal knowledge of the system. Two of the Shis had received specialized vendor
training. Ilowever, far the majority of the Shis, experience with and knowledge of their
systems was limited, in the case of four System hianagers, they had not had or taken the
opportunity to walk down their entire systems and as a result, were unfamiliar with the lay out -
of the systems, especially in the drywell and the torus area. In general, the documented formal
walkdowns identified in AG-38 were not being performed, with the exception of a few joint
waikdowns with NiiD.

R
... .. _ -.
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The ext-nt of Shi monitoring and trending of system performane: varied among Shis, but in
generai was limited. A pxxl example of system monitoring was demonstrated by the CitD Sh1
for Cl(D mechanism degradation. A few Shis had Inservice Testing data available in graphical
form for safety related systems. Ihmever, the development and use of performance information I

'

was limited, and there was genendly no trending done for the non-safety related systems.

Changes in the process for planning maintenance window work have improved the Sh1 involve-
ment in the setting of prioritics for system maintenance. Ilowever, most of the Shis believe that
although they may express their opinion on maintenance priorities, other factors such as lack of
parts and length of maintenance window determine what actually is accomplished. The inspector
noted that a few of the Shls exhibited strong system ownership, by expressing the desire to
improve the physical and radiological condition of their systems. Others described various
initiatives they had taken to improve testing methods and to replace obsolete components. All
Shis easily identified their system goals for the neu year.

During this inspection, the inspector determined that the new liranch lleads were providing
improved supervision to the Shis. The inspector observed llranch llcads providing individual
guidance to and touring the power plant with Shis, in addition, some Shis provided specifw
examples and commented favorably on the guidance being provided to them from their new
supervision.

The inspector revie.ved the status of Technical Section staff training, which consists of IlWit
1 undamentals, Technical Staff and 1&C Process Lab Training, and System lingineer Training.
I;or the first two of these training courses, the licensee will meet its attendance };oal for Techni-

,

cal Section personnel by the end of 1992. The System lingineer training course is only required
for Shis and 33 Shis have attended the entite course and eight have completed half. The
inspector discussed the content of the l&C lab course, toured the lab with % instructor, and
reviewed the 1.csson Plans. The inspector found that the material presented was thorough and
that the lanoratory portion of the course provided an excellent opportunity for hands on experi-
enee.

The inspector discussed the resuhs of the interviews with the Technical Superintendent. The
~

licensee has initiated steps in the past six months to improve the trending prmram and to
improve management of Shl workload. The licensee has recognized that performance monitor-
ing by the Sh1 bas not been considved a priority. Therefore, prc,blems are not being identified
as far in ae 'ance as achitvable and Ca and trending information is not available to optimize
various station programs hke prevn.ee .naintenance. With regard to Shi workload, the
licensee is currently developing a schedthg function for the Technical Section and expects it
to be in place by the end of 1992. The licensee believes that the role of Sh1 m troubleshooting
activities should be reduced. The licensee intends to develop troubleshooting guides to be used
by Operations and hiaintenance personnel for frequent troubleshooting activities. In addition,
recent program changes involving the SQlt and liiennial Procedure 1(eview should raake
available the Sh1 resour es current.I) mvolved in the procedure review process.

. . . .
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Ilased on this inspection, the inspector concluded that both the training initiatives and the
appointment of new litanch lleads has had a positive innuence on the cifectiveness of the Shi.
'Ihe SMs are providing valuable technical support. liowever, in general, the SMs lacked
specine system experience and knowledge. In addition, workload management and prioritiration
were weak and did not allow for the accomplishment of the tasks identified in AG-38, such as
formal walkdowns and syMem monitoring and trending. In some cases, the SMs only looked atj

'

their systems in a reactive nature. The licensee has takea initiatives to improve these areas in
the last year, including development of a system periorri.ance trending program, development
of a scheduling function, and evaluation of the role of the SM in troubleshooting activities.

2.3 Inservice Test Program Review __

During conduct of Inspections 50 277 and 50-278/9215 and 92-25 Unly and September 1992),
the inspector reviewed the status of Modification 5204, "IIPCI Ilooster Pump with Five Vane
Impeller," which is being installed during the current Unit 2 refueling outage. During this
review, the inslwtor noted that the licensee was measuring vibration amplitude displacement for
tN llPCI booster pump to satisfy ASMli Section XI, inservice Test (IST) requirements. The
inspector reviewed SpeciGcation M-710, "Speci6 cation for Pump and Valve Inservice Testing
Program Second Ten Year interval," ite'ief Itequest No. GPPit-1, Itevision 0, which indicated )
that the licensee had been granted rehef by the NitC to use vibration veh> city measurements,
instead of amplitude d'.splacement. The inspector found that the licensee had never used this
Itelief llequest for the llPCI booster pump. Instead, the licensee has only measured amplitude
displacement to satisfy IST requirements. During the current inspection, the inspector discussed
this issue with a representative of the NitC Olfice of Nuclear Itcactor llegulation (Nitit). The
Nltit representative stated that the licensee was meeting the ASMli Section XI requirements for
measuring vibration by using displacement amplitude, llowever, the Nltit representative stated
that the expectation was that the IST Program document, Specification M 710, would be

~

maintained as a "living document" as discussed in " Minutes of the Public Meetings on Generic
l etter 89 04, Question 69 Ilesponse," dated October 25, 1989.

Maintenance of the IST Program Document was discussed between licensee representatives from
Peach llottom and Chesterbrook and NltC representatives fron'. Nitit and the ltesident Office on
September 16, 1992. As a result of this discussion, licensee management stated that efforts
would be made to mah.tain SpeciBeation M-710 as a "living document." The licensee stated
that internally, the responsible IST personnel have tracked information regardire ongoing
changes to M-710 on an Action item Tracking List ( AITL)in the Plant Information M. : ment

System (PIMS). In the future, all addenda and revisions to M-710, will include a note mdicat-
ing that interim changes to the IST program which occurred after issuance of the addendum /revi-
sion are included in a speciGe AITL, with th. number. With regard to the specific IIPCI
booster pump issue, the licensee stated that upon completion of the booster pump impeller
nuxlification for each unit, they intended to use vibration veh> city measurements, at.J that the

_- - _ _ _ _ - ___ - __-___ _
. .
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applicable surveillance tests (ST) would be revised as needed in the interim, a revision will be
made to the applicable STs to clarify how the requirements of ASME Section XI were being
satisfied. The inspector found the licensee's actions regarding this issue to be acceptable.

2.4 Review of Unit 2 Modineations

During the inspection period the inspectors reviewed a sample of ongoing plant nuxlifications
(MOD). This included detailed review of the technical and administrative rjequacy of the
modi 0 cation package, assessment of modiGeations work instructions issued for use in the field,
the maintenance work requests used to implement the work, and obsr mation of the nuxlification
installation. The following modi 6 cation packages were reviewed: _

MOD 1843 Replace the Reactor Feedwater Control System.

MOD $151 Install Timing Delay for Itackup Nitrogen Supplied to ADS SRVs.

MOD $344 Install llPCI Vibration Monitoring System.

All analyses, instructions and field activities observed by the inspector were well supported,
controlled and implemented.

- 3.0 PLANT OPERATIONS REVIEW COMMITI'EE EFFECTIVENESS

The inspector conducted a review of the activities performed by the licensee's Plant Opeutions
Review Committee (PORC). The inspector reviewed the PORC administrative requirements,
activities and records, and self-assessment. The inspector interviewed key PORC members and
alternate members, and observed various PORC meetings.

3.1 Administrative Requirements

The Administrative Section of TS and the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR)
establish the authority, responsibilities, and composition of PORC A more detailed definition
of the methods and controls for implementing these regulatory requirements is specified in
Administrative Procedure A 4, "PORC " Further guidance on administration of PORC activities
is described in Administrative Guideline (AG)-12 "PORC Administration." The inspector
reviewed the governing procedures for PORC and determined that they provided ample direction
to effectively implement all the regulatory requirements of PORC.

PORC has 18 members and 29 alternate members. The members meet the composition require-
ments specified in the TS and UFSAR. The alternate members are appointed in writing by the
PORC Chairman. Each PORC member / alternate has been certified by completing a " read and

sign" type initial training program which covers various administrative procedures, industry
guidance, and other plant documents. in addition a classroom session on the 10 CFR 50.59

l

- - - - - - - - - - - - ___
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review process is completed. This program must be completed prior to participating as a voting
member. The training recorJ is signed by the PORC Chairman after he reviews that it is
completed. The inspector noted that there is no formas, ,vritten or oral, evaluation to ensure
that the individual understands management expectations.

Licensee procedures require implementation of a continuing training program, which is assigned
by the PORC Chairman. This program is also a read and sign format. The inspector noted
during the review of training records, that a formal classroom training session on improved
procedure review techniques was given in the summer of 1987. This was a part of the licen-
see's " Commitment to liscellence" program, and was given to all PORC members and the
senior management staff. Only one additional reading package was assigned between 1987 and _

present. Since the establishment of the Station Qualified Reviewer (SQR) program, all PORC
members and many alternates have received formal classroom training in this ..rea.

The inspector expressed concern that the extensive use of PORC Alternate members, combined
with the informality of the initial qualification proecss, and the lack of aggressive continuing
PORC training could adversely affect PORC performance. The PORC Chairman has recognized
the need to improve the continuing training process. Using the Training System Development
(TSD) process, a job task analysis (JTA) has been developed and the Training Department is
working on establishing a systems approach to training (SAT) for initial and continuing PORC
training. This program is currently scheduled to be in place by June 1993.

3.2 PORC Activities

PORC is presently in transition from devoting a major percentage of their time on performance
of document reviews, to a stronger focus on broader safety issues. Prior to May 1992, PORC
was heavily involved with review of plant procedures and revisions, and modification acceptance

_

tests (h1 AT). Many of these items did not have safety sigr.ificance and prevented PORC from
adequately reviewing important issues affecting safety. As a result, PORC was meeting up to
five times per week. PORC members were being assigned on a rotational basis including the
PORC Chairman due to the heavy work load. Further, a large number of alternate members
had been appointed in order to fulfil the regulatory requirement of a quorum. The results of a
Quality Assurance (QA) audit issued in January 1992, identi6ed that because of this document
review function, PORC's effectiveness was weak.

The licensee's implementation of the SQR program and of the periodic PORC Overview
Meeting has had a positive effect in reducing the administrative burden of document review, and
in focusing PORC on broader safety issues. The total number of monthly items requiring PORC
revier has declined since the April /May time frame. Due to the lower work load the licensee
has changed the frequency of the meetings m one per week, without an increase in the work
backlog.

The licensee has established a periodic PORC Overview Meeting intended to focus exclusively
on significant issues impacting plant operations. All PORC members are strongly encouraged

_ _ _ _ _ . - - _ - - _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - --_
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The meet ng serves as a forum to discuss the status of theito attend the P . view hiecting.-

plam, in-hoase investigations important to safe' '. and s;>ecial topics. Interviews with PORC
members indicated that they were encourage. the directiot nior plant management bts
taken. hiany members sta:ed that these mee % < have helped them to stay abreast of plan'
conditio : The licensee has recognized the la 4. of continuity caused by assigning the PORC*

% nwmbers va a rotational basis, and is considering elimin9ing this practice after the completion

6 of the Unit 2 outage. They are currently considering !ncreasing the frequency of Overview
h1cetings to twice per moint and reducing the number of alternate memocrs. These proposed#

changes would b" a positise step.
.J

The inspector s icview of the past PORC meeting minutes indicated a ateady improvement in the
_';

attention to detail given to each item. The regular and Overview minutes include a short
srmmary of the item pr ented and the following discussion. However, the inspector aho noted
that the quality of phone ar emergency PORC meeting minutes was of a lesser quality. An s

#
example is the minutes of a phone PORC that occurred in August 1992, concerning the opera-
bility of the Unit 3 reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system. The results of quarterly g.

'

surveillance were unsatisfactory based on a failed valve indication. The phone P- Jeclared

the system operchle based a RCIC injection tes' previously performed in Jely. uniutes g

lacked the detail necessa assess what fact; v . considered during the mee,,,,9 what
discussion occurred, or ho .e decision w reac'ed. rhis decisien was reversed the next day 5

by the PORC Chairman when new ;rdormation .un m - g the differences between the July and
Aur became apparent. l'he inspector was < uncerned that the initial PORC decision was
ma % ut all the relermt information available, and that the PORC minutes were not
updateu concerning the subsequent change in the PORC decision. The 'icensee stated that ' hey ,

believed PORC made the right decision based on the facts available at the time. Ilowever, the '

heers.c agreed that the phone PORC minutes were o'' a poor quality and need e further
attention. The ticensee stated that a review by PORC of ail phone PORCs would be educted
on the following day in order to em.ure the reliability of the decisions.

3.3 Self-Assessment g>

PORC performed a self assessment earlier this year to evaluate their effect /eness in enforcing
high nuclear safety standards and holding people accountable for their w' k. The self-assess-
ment identified a weakness in PORC's overview of facihty operationi to detect potential safety
hazards. Also, a QA audit performed last year indicated the same weakness in response, the
PORC Oversigi hiechngs v.ere established, as described above. A more recent QA audit
observed that this are had imprmed.

Discussion . with the Plant hianager and PORC Chairman revealed that a self-assessment strategy
is in place. PORC members have been visiting and soliciting information from other facilities
regarding safety committee performance. The Plant blanager is considering becoming the
PORC Chairman, and management is requesting special review assignments from the Nuclear
Review Board (NRB) for PORC members, to help broaden their oversight role.

, r ii u . - . - ,, --
m
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In summary, PORC has effectively peiformed its role in assuring the safe operation of the plant
through the good review of procedures, mod!5eations and plant events. -The SQR program has -
reduced the administrative burden on PORC. The PORC Overview meeting has provided

_

improved continuity, and enhanced PORC's ability to monitor overall plant safety. The compo-
sition of PORC activitid is in transition, moving toward n broader safety oversight role, and
away from performance of detailed procedure reviews. The quality of initial and continuing
PORC member training, in light of the high number of designated alternates, is an area that
should be evaluated by the licensee. Also, the conduct and documentation of phone PORC
meetings must be monitored :osely.

4.0 SURVEILLANCE TESTING OBSERVATIONS (61726, 62704, 71707)

4.1 Routine Observation

The inspector observed conduct of surveillance tests to verify that rpproved procedures were
being used, test instrumentation was calibra:ed, qualiRed personnel were performing the tests,
and test acceptance criteria were met. The inspector verified that the smveil'ance tests had been
properly scheduled and approved by shift supervision prior to performance, control room
operators were knowledgeable about testing in progress, and redundant systems or components-
were available for service as required. The inspector routinely i arified adequate performance
of daily surveillance tests including instrument channel checks arwl jet pump and control rod
operability. The inspector found the licensee's activities to be acceptable.

4.2 Instrumentation & Control (I&C) Section Activities

During 1991 the licensee experienced a high number of pe_rsonnel .crrers that resulted in
unplanned safety system actuations. Many of these errors occurred d'i@g performance of I&C
activities. Iri response to this adverse trend, the licensee implemented a series of corrective
actions Since that time, the number of safety system actuations attributabt- (o the I&C dection-
has decreased dramatically. During the current inspection period, theanspector reviewed a
sampie of the activities of the I&C section within'the areas of orgamzation, training, calibration- :

and control of measuring and test equipment (M&TE), and surveillance testing.

4.2.1 Organization and Training

The I&C Section is headed by a supervisor whose background include's I&C and operations.__ He i
has been ii._ the position for about 'one year, prior to that he was a Shift Manager at Peach
Bottom. Reporting to the supervisor are eight :echaical foremen and one administrative fore"

.

man. Within the last year, the licensee changed the way I&C personnel were assigned tasks,
and the type of training they re eived. Previously, work assignments were based on a functional'-

. or entat on (i.e., the same group performed all of the surveillances, another group did all of the- i i
_

preventive mamtenance, etc.). The new-orgaai7ation is based on system;and component

,

'

"l
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assignment basis (i.e., one group has ovmall responsibility for all work related a specific system
- or component). The rcorganization has eliminated some of the-monotony associated with
cepetitive performar.cc of the same type of work, has instilled a sense of ownership of work, and
has helped to develop system expere,.

- An I&C Training Coordinator was designatcd as a full time position. The Coordinatoi revised
the qualification matrix to resemble a job task analysis that is cross referenced to the Training
Depar' ment's lesson plans. The task 4st currently 'ains 276 t,cparate tasks. Some ~of the
: asks are included in the indoctrination phase for a L < technician, others arc necessary for
qualification as an ANSI N18.7 Level B technician, and the remaining are individual specialiid
qualifications. The Coordinator is working with the Training Department and the I&C instiuc-
tors to expand the refresher training to include plant systems, interpretation oflogic diagrams,
and reading of piping and instrumentation diagrams.

These changes in group organization and training program mamtgement have contributed to the
improvements in I&C Section performance.

4.2.2 Calibration and Control of Measucing & Test Equipment |

Procedure A-138, " Control and Use of Measuring and Test Equipment,". governs the use of
M&TEL All MkTE is controlled by and issued from cither the Maintenance or the I&C tool
rooms. The inspector toured the storage areas, inspected a sample of test equipment, inter--

i viewed M&TE users and observed WTE use in pit.A.

The .NRC had previocly issued two Notices of Violation for Nor M&TE control. The hrst
violation was due to the overall weak implementation of the M&TE control program. The
second violat m was issued later because the operations organizatmn had not_ effectively
implemented several im: artant procedural requirements- for_ control of M&TE estal fished
following the first violation.

The inspector evaluated the I&C Section process for control of M&TE. The requirements of A?
138 were properly implemented by the I&C Section. The tool room was well maintained, out
of calibration equipment was segregated and marked. and records 4. vere easily retrievable. TheI

M&TE is logged out to individuals via PIMS. Th'.s allows for reverse traceabihty in the event
of an out-of- tolerance condition when the M&TE is re-calibrated.' The tool room ! cad was
knowledgeable in the requirements of the procedure, the relationship between I&C and the ts./
groups, and-the calibration facility.

|
1&C now issues a limited quantity of M&TE to the Operations Department. Due to the large

E number of surveillances that are conducted by the operntions personnel, a locker was established '
within the control room to store the M&TE. In the licensee's response to the second violation.
PECo stated that the Shift Techniua Advisor (STA) was given the responsibility to maintain-
positive cortrol of M&TE, and that the S FA was required to issue the equipment ;In all-

. cases observed by the inspector, the operaAns personnel used controlled, calibrated M&TE-

L
:
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during testing. However, when the inspector conducted an audit of the operations M&Tlilocker :
'

several adminirtrative deficiencies were identified. Those deficiencies included equipment -
logged as t,cing in the locker, but either returned to I&C, sent out for calibration, or broken; or
equipment not logged out to opemtions, but in the locker. ;

Peach Bottom management was informed of these deficiencies They immediately issued a
Reportability livaluation/livent Investigation Form (Ril/IllF #2 92-347) to determine the root
causes and to identify the needed corrective actions. The investigation was partially completed

+

as of the end of the inspection, and the inspector reviewed the package. The corrective actions +

appeared adequate.

4.2.3 Surveillance Testing

The inspector reviewed 20 completed survcillance packages and determined that all of the -
M&TE used for the surveillances was in calibration, end was traceable in the event of an out-of-
tolerance report. The inspector monitorel a sample of surveillance tests and confirmed that the
TS requirements were incorporated into the surveillance test, in each case, the technicians were

. knowledgeable.of the procedures and performed the testing activities in a controlled manner.

5.0 MAINTENANCE ACTIVITY OBSERVATIONS (62703)

The inspector observed portions of ongoing maintenance work to verify proper implementation
of maintenance procedures and conuols. The inspector verified proper implementation of
administrative controls including blocking permits, fire watches : and ignition. source and
.adiological controls. The inspector reviewed maintenaace procedures, action requests (AR),;;

work orders (WO), item handling reports, radiation work permits (RWP), material certifications,-
and receipt inspections. During observation of maintenance work,-the inspector verified-

appropriate QA/QC involvement, plant conditions, TS 1.COs, equipment alignment and turn-;

over, post-maintenance testing and reportability review. The inspector found the licensee's
activities to be acceptable.

6.0 RADIOLOGICAL CONTROLS (71707)

The inspecto: examined work in progress in both un*ts to verify proper implementation of health-.
physics (HP) procedures and coi trols. The inspector monitored ALARA implementation,
dosimetry and badging,-protecti- ..othing use, radiation surveys, radiation protection instrui. -

ment use, and handling of patentially contaminated equipment and materials. In addition, the-
inspector verified compliance with RWP requirements. The inspector reviewed RWP.line
entries and -verified that personnel had provided -the required information.;- The inspect _or 3

l
observed personnel working in the RWP areas to be meeting the applicable requirements and .
individuals frisking'in accordance with IIP procedures. 'During routine tours of the units; the

-_
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inspector verified a sampling of high radiation area doors to be locked as required All activities ,.

monitored by the inspector were found to be acceptable. |

7.0 PHYSICAL SECURITY (71707)

The inspector monitored security activities for compliance with the accepted Security Plan and - i

associated implementing procedures. The inspector observed security staffing, operation of the-
Central and Secondary Access Systems, and licensee checks of vehicles, detection and assess.
ment aids, and vita! area access to serify proper control. On each shift, the inspector observed
protected area access control and badging procedures. In addition the inspector routinely inspee-
ted protected and vital area barriers, compensatory measures, and escort procedures. The

- inspector found the licensee's activities to be acceptable.

During this inspection period, the inspectors performed supplemental observation of protec'ed
area access controls, including review of the security post orders and dirr;t observation of guard
force search techniques. In addition, the inspectors evaluated a sample of security post orders
associated with compensatory measures established as a result of the ongoing Unit 2 ontage.
The inspectors interviewed the security guards to dr* ermine their understanding of post
requirements and security procedures. For those cases evaluated, security personnel were
knowledgeable of their responsibilities and performed accJptably.

8.0 PREVIOUS INSPECTION ITEM UPDATE (92702,92701)

(Closed) Unresolved item 90-01-03, l.icerugg_lo Evalug the Cause for Delay in PlaciDa
' '

Erimary Containment Isolation Systernfhanne!s in.a Tripped Condidg_na

- During an inspection in Jat. 990, the inspector concluded that the licensee tock an
inappropriately long time Ohree nours) tc place a primaty containment isolation system (PCIS)-

,

channel ir a safe .ndition after it was found to be inoperable a3 required by TS Table 3.2.A.
There is no time frame specified in the TS as to when the trip system must be placed in the trip ~

~_

,

condition.- The lack of guidance concerning the method for installing the trip contributed to the
delay. The licansee agreed with the inspector, and commit'ai to evaluate and address the cause
of the delay.

During this inspection, the inspector reviewed GP-25, " Installation of Trips /!solations to Satisfy
TS Requirements for Inoperable _ Instrumentation," ap $ roved September 21, 1992. GP-25
provides instruction and documentation for Stalling TS 'equired system trips and/or isolations

- and establishes administrative controls to maintain the effected equipment or instruraentation in
the tripped and/or isolated condition. The procedure generally covers all reactor protection

. system (RPS) instrumentation which initiates an automatic scram, most PCIS 'instrumentat oni

which initiates Groups I, II,-III, IV and V isolations and all main ccatrol_ room ventilation
isolation inotrumentation. The instrumentation covered by the procedu e is listed in a Table, i

_
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ac procedure includes 14 Appendices, each self contained, to enable installation of trips and/or
isolation signals by plant system and channel. The procedure provides direction that once a TS
LCO entry has been made for an inoperable instrument listed in the procedure, all sections up
to and including the installation section of the procedure shall be perfcrmed inunediately.

The inspector discussed development of the procedure with applicable licensee operations
support personnel. The procedure was quite comprehensive and represented a signi0 cant effort
on the part of the licensee. The inspector reviewed Appendices 5 and 9, "PCIS Groups 11 and
111, Channel 'A'," and "PCIS Group 4 liPCI isolations," and verified technical adequacy _
through comparison with applicable system schematics. This item is closed.

(Closed) Violation 90 I8 01, Licenic9_Enihdtte lBlpkulentholvihiDBloithLimotlice lhliDE
honranun.lkuuirchy_10_ElUifA55B(cLand the ASM1UMPV CodcJcclignJL

During inspection 9018, the inspector identified that the licensee had not implemented adequate
administrative control or oversight to ensure that cold shutdown (CSD) valve testing was
coaducted as required by the Code. In Inspections 92-04 and 92-11, the inspector identi0cd tnat
the licensee had still not implememed appropriate _ administrative control to ensure testing
cond w". -

During this inspection, the ins;vetor verified that for the linit 2 forced outage of July 17, 1992,.
,

and the Unit 3 forced outages of July 4 and 13,1992, the licensee had peiformed appropriate-
CSD valve testing. The inspecter also reviewed AG-98, " Selection of IST Cold Shutdown
Testing Required During iInit Outages," approved August 11,1992. The licensee wrote' this'

!_ AG to provide guidance to support the appropriate selection of CSD tests to be performed
during a forced or planned maintenance outape. The AG includes iaformation regarding
duration, manpower, and other conditions for each CSD surveillance test. The inspector found
that the AG included nppropriate information and should help to ensure that CSD valve testing

-continues to be performed es required. This iteia is closed.;

o
| (Closed) Violation 91-08-02, Enijnttto Properly CoritteLTr.tamirarnhec11Brefhaugti

:

On February 21, 1991, during a review of Temporary Changes (TC's) to procedures in the '
comrol room, the inspector identified that System Operating (SO) Procedure SO 2D-7. A-2'had -o

L an outstanding TC (91-262) against it. The TC was not . " captured" and c.ttached 'to the
procedure in a red tinted my!ar cover as required by Administrathe Procedure. A-3.>

Subsequently, the inspector reviewed the TC Log h>cated in the control ax>m and found other
'' * P problems.

L The licensee har revised Pmcedure A-3, " Temporary Changes To Procec'ures." PnscJure
[ improvements included a clarific....on mf the TC review process, improved criteria for TC
l- - determination, and detailed follow-up actions for TC implementation and distribution, Auaits

of the TC program are performed quarterly to-ensure that the TC program is performing as -

described in Procedure A-3. The inspector reviewed the various management reports on the .C

<

-
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process and determined that this program is receiving an adequate m !cl of management
oversight. Interviews with site personnel on the implementation of Procedure A-3 indicates that
improvements in the handling of TCs have resulted. The inspector reviewed the TC backlog
status and trending reports and determined that the quantity of outstanding TCs has been
reduced.

The use of the revised A-3 procedure has improved the control of the TC program. Manage-
ment review of the TC status on a monthly bases has helped to ensure t1.t the requirements of
Procedure A-3 are being met.

Plant Aht.ations (TPA) to(Closed) Violation 91-08-03, Failure to Altach Temporary r
%qtrolled Drawingh

Procedure A-42, " Control of Temporary Plant Alterations," requires that the Document Contral
Center distribute marked up drawings affected by 'emporary plant alterations in accordance with
the requirements of procedure A-6, " Drawing Control." Procedure A-6 requires that drawings
as prints affected by a change document such as a TPA, list all open change documents and
iachide a copy of each change document. During 1991 the inspector determined that controlled
drawings were not being updated to accurately reflect the Hstallation of''PA's as required by
procedutes A i i sd A-42.

The control of the TPA program, as detailed in Revision 17 to Procedure A--42, has been
clarified. Section 7.0 of the procedure has been revised to provide step by step direction for the
control and issuance of TPA's. The licensee performs a quarterly inspection of the controlled
documentation to verify accuracy. In addition to Procedure A-46, Procedure AG-77,
" Implementation of TPA's," has been issued. This procedure describes the process to initiate,
review, install and/or remove of TPA documents.

The inspector aclected and reviewed eight TPA's issued during the months of August and
September 1992 to verify that the Drawing Control Group was maintaining TPA's as described
in Procedures A-42 and AGJ7. In addition, the inspector verified ht TPA's are logged in at
both the central documentation area and at the remote locations. In addition to verifying that the
documents were properly maintained, the inepector also veriGed that the personnel handling this
system have been trained in the use of the revised procedures and understood the program. The a

inspector conclue I that the licensee has established adequate TPA controls.

|
1
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(Closed) Unreso;ved item 91-13-01, Unit 3 HPCI System Vacuum Relief Valve Failures.
-;

i

On April 10, 1991, prior to and following the performance of a routine HPCI ST, large
quantities of water (= 250 gallons) were drained from the HPCI turbine steam exhaust line. The-
licensee believed that torus water may have been siphoned into the turbine exhaust line after the
llPCI turbine we secured, potentially due to improper turbine exhaust line VRV operation.
Later, the Shift Manager declared the HPCI system operable based upon the satisfactory (

'

performance of the routine surveillance, a functional test on the VR s's, and the decision to drain
the line every 4 hours. Discussions following this decision between the inspector and licensee
management concluded that there wa not a clear basis for declaring the system opc.able. -The
exact sc~rce of water remained unclear and periooic drainirg of the line did not assure HPCI
system operability. The licensee again declared the HPCI system inoperable, on April 12, 1991,
disassembled and inspected the VRVs and found that three of'he four valves did not function.

Four follow-up issues resulted from this event. The licensee committed to verify the condition
of the VRVs in the Unit 2 HPCI system and the Unit 2 and 3 RCIC systems; to revise the
maintenance and !ST procedures for the VRVs; to re-evaluate the preventive maintenarce (PM)
schedule; and to clarify the actions required of licensed operators when making opersility
determinations.

The inspector reviewed the maintenance records regarding the material condition of the remain-
ing VRVs. The licensee performed inspections on the Unit 2 HPCI system and Unit 3 RCIC
system VRVs and found similar degradation in these valves. Unit 2 RCIC VRVs were not
inspected because the valves had recently undergone maintenance during the previous refueling
outage. The licensee determined that Maintenance Procedure M-023-024, "HPCI 3 inch VRV-
23-140 A,B,C,D 1;xhaust Line Vacuum Relief Valve Maintenance," was inadcquate due to the
lack of torque limits for the locknut against the spring washer. Three of the four HPCI VRVs
inspected following the event either had locknuts that were loose or had fallen off completely.
The inspector reviewed the latest revision of the . maintenance procedure and verified that the'

'
- licensee had revised it to specify the torque limit for the locknuts. The inspector noted other

impiovements, such as improved quality checks throughout the procedure, an improved bench
-test to determine valve lifting pressure, and an attached drawing of the valves proper orientation

- when installed in the system.
4

The licensee determined that the IST procedure used to determine VRV operability was also- I
i1 adequate. Since the occurrence of this event, the licensee has completely re-written all IST q
and ST procedures: The ini;'ecicts nc,ted thai VRV or: ration is now checked during the
quarterly ST, and the. exhaust line is checked for a specific amount of water indicative of -
siphoning during the monthly ST.

~

The licensee reduced the PU. frequency from once per three refueling cycles to once per 2 - Q;.

refueling cycles. In effect, maintenance is performed once every 48 months reduced from 6nce
every 54 months. The. inspector determined from the review of the improved maintenance-

l

-j
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procedures, STs, and reduced PM frequency that tracking of the material condition of the VRVs
- is adequate. |

The licensee determined that declaring (Se HPCI system operable on April 10,1991,; was
inappropriate due to the uncertainty of the source of water in the exhaust line' aad potential

'

degradation of system operation. Their investigation showed that operability determinations
''

were being made without adequate review of the system design basis to determine the potential
impact of the adverse system condition, in this case, there was no consultation with the
apprepriate technical group, or development of s complete understanding of the cause. The
licensee revised the Operator's Manual Section 10, " Equipment'. Control," the Operatit is
Managements Manual (OMM), Section 12, "Limitin;; Conditions for Operation," and
implemented OMM Sec; ion 16, " Operability." These OMM changes included check-off lists ,

and detailed guidance. Training on this new guidance using past plant occurrences and recent-
'

industry issues was conducted during a recent requali5 cation cycle. This topic is a scheduled
part of the twc " ear requalification training cyle. The inspector determined that these guidance
changes we:c positive and clear. liowever, the check-off lists were very detailed and the
inspector questioned if they would actually be used. The licensee agreed that the check-off lists
were large and stated that they were actively working to revise them and to make them more
effective. Further, the licensee revised AG-38, " System Engineer Role and Responsibilities,'
to darify the system engineers role in the operability determination process. The Shift System
Engineer has become the technical representative ass:gned to the operating shift 24 hours a day,
and is responsible _ for coordinating engineering involvement m making operability .
determinations. Ilased on the review o.f these corrective actions taken by the licensee, the
mspector determined that :his issue is closed.

(Closed) Violation 91-20-01, Ligeaxe Failutelp Take Agrettrialg Correstive Action involvntg
iibgJhList and GmimLibelbe of Maintenimee and Test Enttp.mnita

During Inspection 91-20, the inspectors identified that the licenwe had not taken appropriate.
corrective action to resolve Q-List deficiencies. -In 1989, Corrective Action Request (CAR)
(000030d and Norconformance Report (NCR) P891022 identified Q-List discrepancies and

_

omissitns. The licensee's analysis and corrective actions in response to the CAR and the NCR
failed to identify and address the root cause for the deliciencies. As a' result, deficiencies .

' - continued to be identified.

During this inspection, the inspector discussed the status of the Q-List with NED management'

and icviewed applica31e documents including Management Level Corrective Action Request
(MCAR) Q0(X)1226, " Components Not Identified / Adequately Classified on the PBAPS Q-List,"
CAR Q0001475, " Premature Closure of CAR Q000(1300,"_ and the " Peach Bottom Q-List /S-List
Weaknesses Root Cause Analysis," dated February 25, 1992. The inspector found that the
licensee had taien extensive action since issuance of the violation to correct deficiencies with the

- Q-List and to identify the root cause of these deficiencies. The !icensee established procedures --

- which detail the rules for component classification, and controls ior the Q-List and S List. The
L licensee conducted a cornpletelverification ef the Q-List during the period August 1991 through
|
v
|

w
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March 1992. The licensee init ated about 170 NCRs to correct identified deficiencies, none of
which were found by the licensee to be operability concerns. The inspector reviewed a sample

.:
'

of seven NCRs anidetermined that they were dispositioned appropriately. .The lictnsee
continues to update the Q List, which is now considered the CRL (Component Requirement .
List) and is included in PIMS, to reflect the NCR dispositions and iatends to complete this
activity by December 1992. The MCAR will remain oper, pending completic of the updating.
and additional actions beyond the original MCAR scope which are needed to ensure complete
resolution of the Q/S-List issues.

.

The license's root cause analysis (RCA) identified several . root causes which Icd to_.the
weaknesses in the Peach 140ttom Q-List and S-List. The management system was less than
adequate in several areas. The system fc; led to provide an adequate drawing review process
which accounted for a significant number of omissions. Internal evaluations by engineering -
failed to identify all of the significant pioble.ns including the inadequate drawmg review process
and the lack of control and administration of the S List. For problems that were known,
corrective actions were not comp!:ted. Accountability inadequacy due to reorganizations, the
Peach llottom shutdown and the completion of Limerick ? was a contributor to corrective
actions not being implemented. Communication of standard , policies or administrative controls
was less than adequate resulting in inappropriate use of the Q-list and related' documents.. The-
inspector found this RCA to be very thorough and well done. The licensee also performed
another RC/s to determine the basic causes for premature closure by NQA of the original CAR--
Q0000300. This RCA resulted in revision to Common Nuclear Procedure A-C-902, " Corrective
Actions."

Also, in Instwe ion 91-20, the inspectors identified that the licensee -had not effectively
implemented corrective actions to a previous violation for failure to control use of M&TE.-

. Inspector review of this issue is discussed in Section 4.2.3 of this report. .

>.

Ilased upon licensee corrective actions taken m response to_ both of these issues, this item 'is
considered closed. ,-

(Closed)- Unresolved item 91-23 01, Failure to Perform Surveillance Tests withinJS Time+

l'CIiodiJ
<

Thisbnresolved' item described a progr:.inmatic issue related to missed surveillance tests. i T1 e-3

long-term corrective action by the licensee was to provide a revised scheduling system that
complied with the revised TS test times.

L- The live previousi scheduled and tracked STs using the Surveillance Test and Records
Syste y Wi ARS). The problem with ensuring timely completion _of STs previously experienced-
by the hcensee was attributable to STARS deficiencies and weak process controls? The licensee
has developed a PIMS module to replace STARS. The PIMS module has been operational for-
several nionths. The licensee is currently tracking the ST program usmg both ST!.RS:and-
PIMS, until PIMS final testing is complete and it has been accepted, in support of the PIMS
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ST scheduling program, the licensee has completed personnel training on the six new lesson
plans written on the implenientation of this program. The inspector reviewed the lesson plans
to determine if they addressed the TS requirements, and reviewed the training records of the
personnel who will use the system. The inspector verif. d that the lessans plans described the
required function of the PIMS program and that the personnel did receive the training.

Procedure A-43, " Surveillance Testing Program," and AG-49, " Surveillance Testing Program "
have been revised to reflect the requirements of the updated PIMS module on the Surveillance
Te,t Program. These procedures will be issued for use when PIMS takes over from STAltS.
The licensee has developed indicators that measures the overall performance of the ST program.
These performance indicators included the percentage of STs completed on schedule, the
percentage of STs completed before grace period, the everage ST test review time in days. and
the average number of missed STs on a 12 month rolling average. The inspector reviewed tnese
indicators and discussed them with liccasee management. Management is cognizant of ST
program performance, and aggressively investigates any apparent pioblems.

1

The inspectors review of the lessons pLns, the personnel trainiag courses given, the revised:

procedures A-43 and AG-49 and the ST Performance Indic aor Trending iteports indicate that
adequate Surveillance Test Program controls are in place. No TS r,urveillance test has bwn -

'
missed since November 1991.

Failure 'liLWrforaLEnWnd Inservice Testing Surveillance Tests.i(Closed) Violation 92-07 03,

In March 1992, during a review ti the licensee's IST program for pumps Jud valves, the.

inspector identified discrepancies in the licensee's conduct of increascri frequency testing for
pumps. For a quarterly tes_t, ifincreased frequency testing is required, the licensee increases the
test frequency to once per six weeks as stated in A-127, " Inservice Testing " On three ,

occasions since July 1991, the licensen did not conduct the required increased frequency testing.

On July 9,1992, AG 49, " Surveillance Testing Program," was revised to require more interac-
tion and involvement of the Syveillance Test Coordinator (STC) in the process. The STC
reviews the change in test fm+ :acy submitted on a " Library Work Order Change itequest" and
either accepts or d u it. The STC orovides an independent resiew to ensure adherence to IST
program requirements. in addition, the STC concurs on A-43-3, " Surveillance Test Out Of
Surveillance Authorization," forms submitted for IST tests, regardless of the level of previous

- review indicated on the form On July 21, 1992, the Technical Staff Training Program was
revised to include information addressing the relationship between TS, IST, and system
operability (Lesson Plan 'lST-1480),

p

On July 31, 1992, the liccasee revised A-127 to provide additional guidance for acce! crated
testing, including the following:

,The IST Coordinator shall submit the scheduling request within one week of the " Alert"*
; ..

. condition;

2
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the request shall be submitted regardless of ongomg or plannen troubleshoo:ing activities:*

the request is submitted 'on a " Library Wod Order Change Request;"*

an A/R will be initiated using PIMS to schedu!c the accelerated testing; ande '

the actual accelerated frequency testing requirements of the American Socibty of Me-*

chanical Engineers ( A3ME) Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (B&PV), Section XI, have
been incorporated.

The inspector reviewed the above procedures and the Technical Staff Training Lesson Plan to
verify that revisions m%ssed previously identified IST program deficiencies. The inspector
interviewed the ST and IST Coordinators concerning recent changes and accelerated testing
tracking. The procedures presently in plate seem to be wy effective in scheduling, tracking,
and documenting IST accelerasce frequency testing. The inspector found the licensee's actions
prompt and appropriate.

9.0 M ANAGEMENT MEETINGS (71707)

The Resident inspectors provided a verbal summcry of preliminary findings to the Peach Botton
Station Plant Manager at the conclusion of the inspection. During the inspection, the Resident "

Inspectors verb.dly notified licensee management concerning preliminary findings. The inspec-
tors d!d not provide any written inspection material to the licensee during the inspection. This
report does not contain proprietary information. The inspectors also attended the entrance and
exit interviews for the following "spections during the report period:4

Dals Subiect Renort No. Lnspector
|

8/28-9/4 Initial 1 icense Exams 92-18 Williams
8/31-9/4 Security 92-20 Della Ratta

! 8/31-9/4 Drawing Control / Modifications 92-25 Loiimeier
| 9/8-9/17 Radiological Effluent Controls 92-24 Jang

9/!8-9/21 Inservice inspection Activities 92-22 - McBrearty
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